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About This Game

OVERVIEW:

Wishmerill, a half-elf on a quest for power in a medieval world, is ready to grant you his experience and powers.

Side with one of the kingdom's four factions (Light, Black Moon, Empire or Justice) and fight to restore balance among the
people and prevent the Empire's destruction... or alternatively choose to destroy it.

the Kingdom's Fate Lies In Your hands!

SYNOPSIS:

the Kingdom Is In Danger!

Evil archmage Haazheela Thorn has raised a formidable army of orcs and demons in his bid to secure world domination.
Playing as Wishmerill, an intrepid war hero with a devil-may-care attitude and dreams of riches and glory, you will need to

choose your faction to determine the kingdom's fate.

Join the forces of good led by Emperor Hagendorf or side with the fearsome Haazheela Thorn as you seek to achieve your goals
in this strategy game featuring a blend of adventure and tactical skill.
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Manage your troops on the battlefield, hone their skills in the castle's enclosure and upgrade your technology to keep your
enemies trailing in your wake in this highly tactic-oriented strategy game.

Experience a truly epic adventure, where your chosen alliances will shape future events.

KEY FEATURES:

Directly inspired by the comic series of the same name by Ledroit and Pontet.

Before each campaign, choose one of the four factions, each with its own specific attributes.

Train, manage and lead your troops to victory through approximately 100 missions.

Create your own storylines using the built-in map editor.
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Title: Black Moon Chronicles
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Cryo Interactive
Publisher:
Microids
Franchise:
Microids
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1999
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10\/10 would cry again. Nothing too revolutionary here, but a solid game for the price, I enjoy games that make fun of
themselves.. I can't beat the second level.. 3 dollars for a useless, expensive in-game building that only serves a purpose for the
mission it's attached to.. No easy way to disable the wallpaper. Had to completely shut down and uninstall on steam.
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It's interesting type of game.. I would rather drag my balls through a mile of broken glass with Rosie O'donnels queef as my only
air supply than play this game again. This game is just down right confusing you have no idea what your doing half the time.
Short but hard 2D shooter with easy achievements.. A pretty chill puzzle game that will take up several hours of your time, with
increasingly more challenging levels as you progress. It makes for a neat little game with mechanics that build upon each other
slowly to keep things interesting the whole way through.. This game is really really good on the vive! It´s nice with a seated game
for a change as well. It´s really well polished and the gameplay is absolutely amazing. This is a must have for VR. For 10 bucks
this is a no brainer. Get it. So i saw this game recently and was fairly impressed, and was like what the hell so i bought it to
support this one man Dev team and also play a fairly fun RTS.

Though the game has its bugs which all games do, the Dev is very receptive and is improving the game. It's enjoyable and pays
homage to old school RTS in my opinion, so i'd recommend this game to anyone whos loves RTS. Simply an elegant game
which has much potential. Excellent time period to study and play. Hours of good fun with this game!. This game doesn't even
run offline. What is this, some kind of copy-protection? I'm sorry, but nobody is trying to pirate this game, I guarantee you..
It's...I'll give it a six out of ten: okay, but not perfect. And perhaps slightly below average, considering what goes for average in
games these days (we're a spoiled bunch).

The good is easy to describe: the game looks good, handles very well and the soundtrack is amazing (though there's hardly any
variety). I'd say that the first few levels you play will be very good (considering the price class of the game, obviously).

The problem...this is first and foremost an endless climber. The story mode is just tacked on (the radio messages are among the
worst quality one's I've ever heard. I mean...I put more emotion in "my toast is burned" than the authors put in "everyone's
dead"), but nonetheless something that'll keep you busy.

The endless climbing is where it's at. Though I'm not sure if I'm awesome at this game, or it just being really easy. I mean...even
at playing "really hard" I felt more bored of playing the same levels than be given a challenge. So...not to sound demeaning, but
I'd recommend this more to an inexperienced audience than an avid platformer.

And perhaps one strange question: why aren't there wall obstacles anywhere? I mean...I get that this isn't a vertical maze or
something, but c'mon...shouldn't this be an obvious addition?
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